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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND METHODS USED TO ASSIST
IN ITS SOLUTION
The Nature of the Problem
Junior-hlgh-school general-science courses In need of
study and revision .— The present tendency in education is
to fit the educational program to the needs of the individuals
concerned so that they may be better fitted through personal
experiences to make their particular contribution to society.
The general-science offering of the junior high school must
fit into this educational program in the most effective way.
The problem thus resolves itself to this: ”How can the
general-science curriculum of the junior high school make
its best contribution to the total education of the learner?”
The foremost purpose of this paper is to determine the view-
points of pupils and adults relative to the general-science
program as it now is in the writer's school so that the
curriculum may be better adapted to the youth of the school.
Any school program should be regularly evaluated so that it
may be made more effective in helping young people to have
experiences which will aid them in reaching the fundamental
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2democracy. Such evaluation may be made by several methods,
one of which is to ask people who are or have been affected
by the program to help. The writer plans to use this method
and will gather data from pupils who have not studied general
science, from those who are now studying it, and from those
who have studied it for the three junior-high-school years
as well as from the parents of the present pupils of the
writer's school.
Collection of information .-- It is the intention of this
writer to base his conclusions and Interpretations on the
data obtained by the use of questionnaires, check lists, and
suggestion forms. Boys and girls beginning seventh-grade
science, boys and girls who have had seventh-grade science
and those who are now studying the eighth- and ninth-grade
science coiirses will be asked to fill out a check list. A
representative group of high-school sophomores will be given
an opportunity to fill out a four-part questionnaire. The
statements of parents will be solicited by means of a letter.
Copies of these several forms appear in the Appendix, page
46.
1/
Pupil testimony may not be reliable .-- Fitzpatrick
has pointed out that pupil testimony is not reliable enough
17
Frederick L. Fitzpatrick, "Pupil Testimony Concerning
Their Science Interests," Teachers College Record
,
XXXVIII
(February, 1937), pp. 381-388.
^8 £)Ofi.*tox^ XB^ov€8 oJbBm ©cf ftoXicwlB'/o ifoifS . ^oBit-omeX)
be^oo'ilB rt©'i)d ©vsri no ©ib oiivi ©Iqooq 5feB od e.t rioirtw lo eao
bocic^ara zlrid aetr pruslq tactx'iw a.fT .qleri niBiaoiq ari;J X'^
^
iBioae^ botbi/de 'don avud oriw eliqjjq cnO'T't BdBb 'loifdBg. IXlw bm:
aeori^ Jio'i't biXB ^dX 5ixX\^fax/de won ©la orfw aeodi rao-il .eonoioe
•s
f e'laa^ Xoodoe-flgXd-'ioifUf}; ©aidd- odct no'i dl batbude ovad oriw
, orfd’ lo eXiquq inosa'iq edJ lo adneiaq odi .tioiI bb XXaw bs
"
. XoorloH
eirf^ lo noidaednt ed^ bX XI -- .ncXXgnolnX Ic noXXooXJoQ
odX no BnoXX^Xerrq'ToXnX brra enoiec/Xonoo aid eecd oX aaXXiw
briB
,
aXeiX .-‘^oodo ^BOTiannoiXeerio lo obit odX bonXeX’do aXcb
?
** ©bBig-dXnevoB anXrtnXsed cl*xta bne c^oa . Bai*iol nolXBoas*^^
ji
I
©onaJtOB avBri oriw eX^ria bna a^od ,oonaXoB
©baia-dXnXn briB -riX/iaXe edX snXtcboiB won ©na odw aeoriX bus
A .XbM iloerio b Xoo XX tl oX ba>(Rj» od XXXw eooTi/oo oonaXoe
II
I
aovlg od XXXw eonoracriqoe loorfoe-dsXri lo 000*13 ovi XBXneBonqe'i
©dT . ©aXBanoXXueop Xnaq-iool a Xoo XXXI. oX ^XXnx/X'ioqqo an
.noxX©! B lo BiiBoxc "^d bdXloXXoa ®o IIXw etueiaq lo axnoctaXBXe
*
o^oq ,xibti©qqii edX nX *ia©qqa aanol ibiovob esodX lo EyXqoO
. 3 X
i| \X
! >loi*iXBqsXX'? --. eXdBXIan ed Xon iBin YncmXXeeX Xigol
»
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to form the whole "basis for changing or planning the cur-
riculum.
3
Interest courses based upon uncritical acceptance
of group testimony may not be interest courses at all;
certainly we cannot regard them as specifics which are
guaranteed to cure all the ills to which the educa-
tional process has fallen heir.
Taken as a whole, the bulk of pupil (student)
testimony gave evidence of being unstable, inconsistent,
and unreliable. About 30 to 40 percent of the testi-
mony appeared to be reasonably consistent and reliable
....Nevertheless, the results do tend to cast a shadow
of doubt upon the supposed reliability of many pupil
responses that have been regarded as evidences of
pupil Interest.
Science textbooks alone not enough .-- Many science
courses are taught from the textbooks alone. Such courses
cannot meet the obligation of meeting the needs of the pupils
1/
Leonelli has pointed out that the science textbooks do not
contain all that is needed to meet the requirements of the
newer curriculum. In his paper he makes the following state-
ments;
Upon the examination of the subject-matter content
(of several science books) it was readily seen that
there was little or no agreement among the authors of
different textbooks as to the subject matter to be
taught the students of general science.
Better teacher training needed as well as better in-
structional materials .-- A partial solution to the problem
may be obtained through a better program of training
Renato E. Leonelli, "Principles of Physical and
Biological Sciences," Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1947, p. 34.
-'WO ecU sntrrxii Tq -jo vnts-^jsric 'xol alncd oic.rfw adi a'lo't oJ
.ni/IirO.f'T
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0 ld£Xro"c niXB daevtelenoo ^IdenoBBO*! ed od oe'x/;oqqe \iioifl
wrob/Jde ft dej3o od baed ob adtirReT add » oBaloddiovad . . . .
XIgi;r» TinB'H lo y,i t [ IdBlIe'i boRoqqua edd noqu d.dfob lo
io seonebXva rb need evrl dadd coeaoqto'r
.d8©T[0dnt ifqxfq
0 /Ie f o e ^ fiiiX - - . ~';4t;'crta don eiiol g ejiocddxBd aOiietoS
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4general-science teachers and the concurrent development of
better instructional materials. The Department of Education




Thus general science is meeting the demand for
an elementary science which will serve as a pre-
requisite course for the more advanced sciences.
Fortunately, the teachers of this science have well
organized texts on the multiple lists. It must not
be supposed that just any teacher who has a little
of some science is capable of teaching general
science to a group of wide-awake American boys and
girls. A teacher who has the technique of teaching
and knows the sciences of everyday life, is probably
better prepared to teach the course than someone who
has had special training in only one of the sciences.
The course in general science should be complete
in itself and as a "unit course" be looked upon as
independent of later courses in science. General
science is not a series of short and independent
coiirses in physics, chemistry, biology, physiography,
and other sciences. Only as these sciences contribute
to a \inified course of instruction in the practical
problems of the pupil's life should they be considered.
For many students this is the only science they will
get. For this reason it should have to do with the
life conditions affecting the pupils, and its subject
matter should be largely selected from their environ-
ment. It will therefore, vary greatly in different
communities
.
Others agree that the teacher is the key in solving
the teaching and learning problems .-- The Texas Department
of Education is not alone in advocating not only better
training and teaching materials for teachers but in placing
teachers in positions for which they are trained and adapted.
IT
H. 0. Smith, The Teaching of Science
.
Texas Department
of Education Bulletin, Vol. 7, No. 9, State Department of
Education, Austin, Texas, 1931.
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do©!,due edl Lna ^eflqcq odd pnldoolle enoldlbnco ©111 *
-nonlvn© nlodd aonl bodoaXoc yXaj^rraX jkI bluoric nedda^a
dfionellib nl yliaong yinv , enolo'iodd XXlw tl .dnew
MilLog nl ybaf add el nodouod ©fid dadd ©enya gnerfdO
dasnidnsqatl eaxe'f ©dT . 6.aoXdoT:g anlntBeX bna ;yUdoB©d odd
noddod yXno don jnldeoovba nl onoXa dcxi el noldaoubS lo
^nloelq nl dud enodoBod rrol elelnoduia gnldoaod biia ^nldlanl
• bttSqafjB bns benland ©*ih yedd do Idw*xol enoldleoq nf enonoBoJ
dnoindnaqeG auxoT > ©snolo^ lo ;^rtldoB©T edV ^ddltat' .0 .H
lo dnaaid'-BqsG odad-.^^ .od XoV ,nCd©.rXL*€ nofdaoirbJf lo
.retC ,CBxoi’ ^citSnuA ^nolSBoubS.
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1/
Frolio, for example, indicates that the successful solution
of the curriculum problem requires teachers suited to the
situation.
In answer to the question ”what do you consider to
be the objection which would have to be overcome in
order that General Science may be acceptable and in-
corporated in the curriculum of the seventh and eighth
and ninth grade in all junior high schools?” all seem
to agree that well trained teachers who understand the
subject matter from the pupil’s point of view and
suitable equipment must be had.
Science curriculum does not serve the needs of pupils.
-
Several studies have shown that traditional ciorricula do not
serve the best interests and needs of the boys and girls of
our schools. One study that Indicates this is that made by
2/
Kane who includes the following statements in his conclu-
sions:
Both sexes saw little use of astronomy except
the highest third boys.
Elements lacked usefulness appeal to all except
highest ability groups
.
In spite of the novelty attached to its use,
class work with the microscope was uninteresting and
useless to lowest ability groups.
Alcohol and tobacco, as well as propaganda
efforts were rated as useful and Interesting even in
lowest ability groups.
Samuel Francis Frolio, ”The Improvement of Teaching of
Science in the Junior High School,” Unpublished Master's




thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1946.
Kane, ”An Inquiry into the Interests of
Science Pupils," Unpublished Master's
2
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erfX o;t ^oiXuf. ETerfoceX erj'xiirperr rtt-jEcfc-Tq ntuXi<^c imuo orf l to
.nclteirctia
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rfdf{?3ld bnu dXaevaa yric^ to mulifol'i'mc edX iii foBvtu'ioq'roo
jaooe XXb ”?8Xoorf'je dgld ^lolnod, XX a :il efaB*ia dd^lii dns
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• >-2
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a'nedeaia b&riBtXdaqnli ‘
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a j Iqu*! eoneiod cidd^ld. niudnov
.obGX ^nedaod mXle'ievliib ucdi.o- ,^iEodd
6Present ciirrlculum needs critical study . The problem
of curriculum planning is not a simple one. It is a problem
which requires careful and critical analysis of the present
curriculum in terms of both the content and the methods used.
1/
Heiss, Osbourn, and Hoffman give us some material to think
critically about when evaluating present curricula.
In the final analysis a point of view as philoso-
phy in any field is a personal thing molded and shaped
by individual experiences and backgrounds.
The young people whom we teach are experiencing
life on every hand and must be conditioned to adjust
to its forces and to solve the problems which are at
their maturity levels ... .The science teachers are
faced with the necessity of becoming sensitive to
these problems of boys and girls and so setting the
stage for learning that science materials will make
a contribution in the solution of their problems.
A study of the aspects of present-day living
which seem to have science antecedents or implications
and a study of the needs of boys and girls as con-
sidered by their behavior pattern would seem to reveal
that there are many focal points where science can
aid in the adjustment of the individual.
Suggested classifications of the functions of
science in the adjustment of individuals.
1. Science can contribute a fund of interpre-
tive understandings to aid in the adjustment
of Individuals.
2. Science can contribute a fund of apprecia-
tions to aid in the adjustment of individuals
.
3. Science can contribute a group of attitudes
or mind-sets to aid in the adjustment of
individuals
.
Elwood B, Heiss, Ellsworth S. Osbourn^ and G, Wesley
Hoffman, Modern Methods and Materials for Teaching Science
.
Macmillan Company, Boston, 1940, pp. 3, 5, 7, 11, 13.
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Science can contribute a method of attack on
problems to aid in the adjustment of indi-
viduals .
. . . .when Interpretive generalizations are the outcomes
sought, the needs of a larger group of students will
be met
.
The writers of the above-mentioned book also quote the
1/
following from Pieper.
A useful list of criteria to be used in the
selection of adjustments for Junior high school.
When in each case all other things are considered
equal, criteria should be applied that will assure that
those adjustments selected are:--
1. Universal in their application to life needs.
2. In accord with the findings of science.
3. In harmony with the best Interests of society.
4. Crucial in individual or social life.
5. Conducive to the desire to make further worth-
while adjustments.
6. Of the proper order of difficulty.
7. Highly satisfactory to the individual without
harm to others or himself.
8. Desired by pupils.
9. Identifiable in their attainment.
10.
Essential to the making of other desirable
adjustments
.
Charles J. Pieper, "The Supervision of Natural Sci-
ence," in W. L. Uhl and Others, The Supervision of Secondary
Subjects
.
D. Appleton Company, 1929, p. 13.
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8Scientific literacy la essential today .-- Slnnott has
much to say about the importance of science knowledge and
its methods in its relation to the kind of world we live in
This is the day of natural science. Certainly
to face the problems of the modern world, citizens
in a democracy must know more about natural science
than most of them do now- -not only more facts about
it but more about its methods, possibilities, and
limitations. On the other hand, natural science has
placed in the hands of man such tremendous power that
unless he learns to master it wisely it will master
him. He must know much about man and his past, about
the time-tested values which make civilization possi-
ble.
There is no room for scientific illiteracy in
modern society. . .
.
But the other side of our problem is equally
important. The student of natural science must have
an appreciation of those wide fields of human know-





Commiinity a suburban area .-- The community with which
this Investigation deals is a residential suburban city of
about 80,000 people. Although it contains some Industrial
projects, it is primarily a residential community in which
office workers of a nearby large city live as well as busi-
nessmen and professional workers. It is a progressive city
and is well known for its interest in community activities
and enterprises, its government, and its schools. A study
„Edmund W. Sinnott, "Menace of Half-Educated Men,
Christian Science Monitor
.
Magazine Section, March 20, 1948
p. 4
.
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9of its school population would show that a smaller percentage
of pupils come from families of low income than in most other
cities
.
The General-Science Program in the
Junior High School
Time allotment for science in the junior high school. --
The time allotted in the junior high school with which the
writer is concerned, varies with each grade. In the seventh
grade general-science classes are held for four, forty-two
minute periods a week for one -half year. In the eighth grade,
classes meet twice a week for the same length period for the
entire year. In the eighth-grade classes the same teacher
has the same group for both science and mathematics. This
is an experiment to determine the extent to which general
science and mathematics can be correlated and also to reduce
the number of individuals that the teacher need meet. In
the ninth grade the divisions meet four times a week for
forty-two minute periods. They meet for the entire year.
General science is a required course in each grade.
Content of the general-science courses .-- The content
of the general-science courses of the writer’s school is
typical of the usual junior high school. In grade seven
some time is spent on a general Introduction to science.
This is followed by a series of units which cover such
I ©SjBcfneo'ioq *ieIlBiae &. worie blisov acli&Sjjqoq loodoL til 'lo
^
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topics as plants, animals, air, water, food, and nutrition.
In grade eight there are units on astronomy, living things,
food, health, and some elementary concepts in the field of
chemistry. Grade nine continues with elementary introduc-
tions to the science of fire, chemical and physical change,
magnetism and electricity, communications and power genera-
tion as in various kinds of motors and engines.
Methods Used to Gather Evidence to Assist in
Solving the Problem
Pupils may assist .-- Education should be so designed
that it will meet the needs of all youth; therefore, one
logical place to go to gather evidence of the needs of youth
is to youth itself. Junior-high-school education in the
city under discussion covers the public school grades of
seven, eight, and nine. During these three years children
may change a great deal. With this thought in mind it was
decided to poll the opinions of beginning seventh-graders
in order to determine what things they would like to study
in seventh-grade general science. A questionnaire was con-
structed (see Appendix, pages 46-47) listing twenty-five
topics which were obtained from an investigation of several
Junior-high-school general-science textbooks. This list of
books appears in the Appendix on page 52. Explanatory notes
were included because the science experiences of the pupils
01
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were limited. The pupils were requested to indicate which
topical areas they thought they might like to study. Some
of the pupils had studied a little science in the elementary
schools. Therefore, Part II of the questionnaire was included
in order to give the pupil an opportunity to indicate his
like or dislike for science as he knew it.
The high-school sophomore is asked to assist .-- Another
logical source of information relative to the problem was the
high-school sophomore. This pupil had finished his jimlor-
high-school experiences and was therefore in a position to
look back over his general-science schooling and state his
opinions about it. Another questionnaire was constructed
(see Appendix, pages 49-50) and submitted to a mixed group
of high-school sophomores. This questionnaire sought four
specific kinds of information: first, a list of the three
most interesting phases of junior-high-school science;
secondly, the three areas of general science which had proved
most difficult to understand; thirdly, the three areas which
the pupil would classify as having been most helpful or useful
to him. Lastly he was asked to Indicate three additional
areas he would like to have been given the opportunity to
study but had not.
The adult was asked to help .— Today’s pupils are to-
morrow’s adults. If this be so, then today’s adults should
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their suggestions. In terms of their own experiences, re-
garding the content of the school curricula. It was decided
to solicit the help of parents by asking them to suggest
areas of study which might have been helpful to them and/or
which they felt might prove helpful to their children. A
letter was composed (see Appendix, page 51) and sent to ap-
proximately one hundred and forty homes asking for the view-
point and suggestions of the mother and of the father.
21
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CHAPTER II
TABULATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS OP RESULTS
Interests of pupils vary In degree .-- The total behavior
pattern of an Individual is a complex composite of a number
of basic patterns. No two people are exactly alike in any
one of them. I’his is an important fact to keep in mind when
dealing with a group of school children. It poses a niomber
of problems for the teacher as well as the reviser of the
curriculum.
When we consider the individual's interests we are deal-
ing with one of the basic patterns which color his behavior.
A study of the results obtained from the questionnaire pre-
sented to seventh-, eithth-, and ninth-grade pupils makes
this variation in Interest, at least for these groups, quite
evident. These results are presented in Table I on pages
14 and 15.
It is evident that the list of topics which comprise
this table represent the science textbook units with which
we are all familiar. They were used in order to insure that
the interest factor could be determined on the basis of what
they had studied in their general-science courses. The re-
sults show that there is considerable variation in the
13
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Table I. Science Topics, Placed in Descending Order of
Interest, as Indicated by Pupils of Seventh,
Eighth, and Ninth Grades.








radio, radar, television 1 126
Medicine, drugs, disease, germs,
bacteria 1 126
Chemistry, acids, soaps, paints. 2 120
Astronomy, sun, stars, planets,
shooting stars, telescopes.... 3 108
Early animals, fossils, dino-
saurs 4 107
Animals, birds, fish, mammals,
insects 5 105
Human body and health, sleep,
structure, foods 6 103
Electricity, motors, bells,
lights, wiring 7 92
Airplanes, how and why they fly. 8 85
Engines, steam, gasoline,
diesel, jet rocket 9 83
Sound, noises, musical instru-
ments, voice 10 80
Light, causes, kinds, color,
dyes, uses 11 78
Molecules and atoms, what every-
thing is made of 12 74
Weather, causes, forecasting,
flying, kinds 13 71
Earth science, rocks, soil,
minerals 14 70
Transportation, science of
autos, trains, ships 15 66
Fire, what it is, how man uses
it 16 61
Biography, great scientists of
past and present 17 60
Machines, wheels, pulleys, crow-
bars, wheelbarrows 18 52
Atmosphere, where air is found,
how man uses it 19 49
lo lob'iO^gn^/yneoeea ni booBl'I ,EolqoT eofu^loS .1 olJcT
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Changing substances, by heating,
cooling, mixing 20 47
Water, what it is, how man uses
it 21 46
Conservation, fire prevention,
forests, rivers, soil 21 46
Science, how the scientist does
his work 22 44
Plants, Including trees, flowers,
leaves 23 32
indicated Interests of the boys and girls. Two significant
things are shown in this table. First, all topics are of
some Interest to some people, and secondly, that some topics
are of great interest to large groups of students. For
example, we find that 23 boys and girls show an interest in
plants while 126 show an Interest in communications. To the
teacher of general science the implication might be to limit
the scope of the science program to those topics and activi-
ties which seem to have Interest for the greater number.
It might also imply that the general-science program should
be so constructed that it gives opportunities to all the
pupils to satisfy the needs they have in terms of their im-
mediate interests.
Children are interested in many things and a number of
these interests can be cultivated through their general-
(bebi/Xonoo } .1 elcffiT
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:}^*iow cirf
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RoXqod ©rno8 ,'^XJbnoo8E bnfl ^eXqoeq omcc od :JBf>rt8dnl oaoe
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nl Xeo'Tft^nl ub woriu aX'rXg bnu e^od iiS dBxfd i)nX'l ew ^eIqIlIi}x©
erld oT . EnoXiBof amnaoo nl Xee'ieXiii aa worie 6£X oXiriw Ednslq
ilmXX od ed Xriglra noJXBoXXqoiX «iict eoneXoE Xi3*Toneg *10 'larioEei
-XviXoB boB BoXqcd ©Ecdd od aiB'igo'iq ©oaeioe erli lo eqooa eifX
.nadfluja 'leXeo'ig ©di no'i deeio.tnX svari od meoR dolriw eaXd
bXuone tiB'igo'iq ©oneXoe-XBieaog edX dBdX oalB ddgXni
oriX XXjb OsX EoXd XmjcJ'Toqqo aovlg XX XBdX baXoi/'idanoo oe ed
-niX 'TlorfX Ic enneX rtX evud )^»dX Rbesn ©dX y;lsXXBE oX eXXqirq
.BXso'ieXxiX ©XsXbsfii
lo 'letfraxrii b bna agnXdX ^tX beXEe'ieXnX o'uu ac'ibXXdO
“XB'ianag 'tXodX dgtro'idX beXjovXXXao ad aBo eXee'iaXnX ©E©dX
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science classes. This fact may naturally lead to the con-
clusion that their interests are pretty well taken care of
by the available textbooks in general science. However, the
writer raises the question of whether the textbooks tend to
determine the Interests of the pupils to the limitations
imposed by the textbook content. Also, it must be noted
here, the questionnaire was of the clue type and therefore
a leading one. Thus, the determinations of this question-
naire are limited to the topics included.
With this in mind it was decided to give pupils, who
have had the full three-year offering of the junior-high-
school general science, an opportunity to indicate the areas
which they thought most Interesting without giving them any
leading clues whatever.
High-school sophomores furnish different evidence.
—
This questionnaire was presented to a group of 140 high-
school sophomores. The tabulation of the results of Section
I of this questionnaire are shown in Table II on page 17.
The results shown here are quite different from those
obtained from the survey of the seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-
graders by means of the clue-f\irnlshed questionnaire. The
greatest degree of interest is now in the general area of
electricity. However, only 44 out of the group of 140 so
place it. Where a study of medicine, including drugs,
disease, germs and bacteria evoked a response of interest
-aoo ©rf.t oi tasi J'ow'l 8ltf£ .e»r>8jelr) ooneioe
lo y^ieo n9>iBi IXww ^Xcte'iq 6\'p ac»£e‘jt>cfnl 'ilerl.'t d-«a^ aolatrlo
erf.'t ^lyvewoH .t>caelo3 lit'i&aeg nl e>ioocfXxo;J eXdisXXJBVB eill
oX bnsX fi^cocfXxei edit ledited^- lo cxolisoup oifX busx£t lo^t/Tw
eaoXoBctXinJtX o/lX aXlqiiq edi ic tJEaTLoinl ari^ oaLci'xeXajb
b3:f<jci ed ;tp.ijm itl ^obIA .:trt<>Xnoo yfoocf^xorf arfi -^cf beeocjtul
a-ib'^eienct bne eqx^ eulo edit to err Bnlaitnoi^Rex/p erl.-? ,e'i©rf
-ao/iEGifp Blri^ lo exic X^anijc'iPieX' erfct ,BU'iT .one gnlbreX a
.bobeleci nolqoi ©rt;f at De^XariX ©rffl a*ilBn
( xfr ,8XXqA/q ©vlg beJ&ioeft- rer f>nJm nf c !rftf riitt.^ff
exi^ lo s^^i'xo'l^o *iu©^-90'L'X;t IIx/l arf^ barf evaxl
ece'ia ©act i^itBotbr.l oS Ifix;;tT:oqqo xia .©oneioe Xfl*i©n©3 Xobrioe
XHB medJ ^atvlj^ irxulilw gxiXXco*3o;txxX i&om Jd-^uodii ^©xXi xloIxXw
.^ev©^J5^ir boixXo snlbaol
”
“ * ine»ie*l*llb dt Xxrtxj'l E 67C.aoiiqcL Xcorfoe-dstla
-ilgicf OM Ic qx/ong b at btjctneeofrq eaw O'liBxiixoXJ’e&jjp elifi'
aoIJooci ic 6:tiL'E©»r arfi lo nolcJa LircJab offT . es'ioftiocfqoB loorfoe
.VI ogBq fic II ©tcfpT rrf nwo.'fa eie e'f ' rnrtoXXeBx/p e!rfi lo I
ecorii nio*il .Jno'ie'^lXb ©:fXixp e'^xa ©toxI nwoxlB eiluBorr ©xlT
diatn baa ,-riifi^X© ,-ffj’novea srf^ to eri:i monj. benlBitdc
oxfT
. O'! tBffXTot^tEoxfp b©rf« tn*iL'i-;itrro oifi Ic Rxiaem icf B'lobr'ig
lo ae'tfi lF*TPXt©s edf nl won el ieoiecfnl lo osn'^oJb leed-Boij
CE OM lo qi/OTji
€>d:t lo Jj/o iXxio ^-xoveroH !oi*TiooXe
tBjiO'rb j^arbxfXoiil ,©nXoJne2i lo « e'lorf;. .dl ersXq
dcenednl lo sencqce*x fi bo^cve el'iedOBcS bxxxs ertTeg .©exiae Ib
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Table II. General-Science Topics Listed in Alphabetical
Order, Which Were Indicated by High School Sopho-
mores as of Interest to Them.
Topic
Section I A Section I B Section I C
Girls Boys All Girls Boys All Girls Boys All
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Animals . .
.
3 0 3 2 4 6 6 2 8
Astronomy. 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Atmosphere 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Aviation. 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Bacteria. 6 2 8 0 1 1 2 2 4
Biology. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 4
Chemistry. 1 3 4 2 6 8 1 0 1
Disease . . 12 4 16 6 4 10 6 3 9
Electricity
General
7 37 44 4 12 16 6 6 12
discussion
Great
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
scientists 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Heat 1 1 2 1 0 1 3 3 6
Human body 9 3 12 14 2 16 1 7 8
Light 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 3
Machines . 1 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 0
Magnetism.
Matter and
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
energy. . 1 0 1 0 3 3 0 4 4
Nutrition. 3 0 3 6 0 6 7 6 13
Plants . . . 7 3 10 6 4 10 5 2 7




10 10 20 15 22 37 7 7 14
supply. . 0
t
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
.from 126 (see Table I), only a total of 24 showed an interest
in the corresponding group (bacteria and disease combined.
Table II). To emphasize by a third example, a comparison
of the two related topics, molecules and atoms in Table I
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interest in the former but only one so indicated in the
latter
.
The writer recognizes that the above comparisons do not
give the total pictiire, but, nevertheless, there is enough
of an indication of a truth to warrant further study of the
situation. Also one may accept it to the extent that the
following generalization may be drawn. It is not sufficient
for the teacher of a general-science course^to jneveljJ follow
the textbook if he cares to deal with the real interests of
boys and girls.
All boys and girls do not like general science. --
Another indication of the interest boys and girls have in
the study of general science is shown by the data of Table
III on page 19. The figures for this table were obtained
by asking boys and girls of grades seven, eight, and nine
to answer frankly the question relating to their like or
dislike of general science. The results are significant to
the teacher of general science in the writer's school. They
are particularly significant in providing a sufficient and
good reason for considering the need for change in science
time allotment and subject matter or content.
In this table we find that, of a total of 227 boys and
girls, 174 said that they liked to study general science
while 50 said that they did not. Seven of them turned in
blanks to the question. To put it differently, 3.54 pupils
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Table III. Results Obtained to Part II of the Questionnaire







(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
7 82 9 0 91
8 54 15 2 71
9 38 26 1 65
Totals 174 50 3 227
did like general science for each one who said he did not.
However, as we look into the facts more closely, we see some
rather significant data related to the grades represented.
In grade seven, for example, we find the ratio is 9.1 to 1
in favor of those who like science. In grade eight the
ratio decreases to 3.6 who like science to each one who does
not. In grade nine, however, we find the startlingly low
ratio of only 1.46 people who like science to each one who
does not. This descending rate of Interest in science is
and should be of considerable concern as well as interest
to the person who tries to provide the science experiences
for our boys and girls. The writer elaborates on the sig-
nificance of this table in the chapter on conclusions and
17
Pupils Were Asked to State Whether They
Do Not Like to Study General Science .1/
See copy of questionnaire in Appendix, pages 46-47.
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Most difficult areas not always least Interesting. --
The difficulty of a job or an assignment can determine to a
large extent one’s Interest in it as well as the ease with
which it may be done. Granted that there are many routine
tasks that all people, regardless of vocation, must do, none-
theless it is likewise true that difficult jobs are sometimes
the most interesting to do. To determine if any significant
facts could be obtained relative to this view, a section of
the questionnaire was addressed to the sophomores asking
them to list the three topics with which they had the most
difficulty. The resTilts of this section have been shown on
page 21 in Table IV.
We note that the topic, electricity, is the one which
was mentioned most often as being of difficulty to the great-
est number of students. Actually 69 out of a group of 147
called it a difficult topic. This, in percentage, means
that 46.8 percent found the work on the topic electricity
difficult. At the same time a reference to Table II, page
17, shows that 72 out of the group of 140, or a percentage
of 51.4, found the topic interesting.
At the other extreme we find that interest in the
topic, weather, is indicated by 71 of the 140 or 50.6 per-
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Table IV. Science Topics, Listed in Alphabetical Order,
Which Were Indicated by High-School Sophomores
as Being Difficult.
Topic
Section II A Section II B Section II C
Girls Boys All Girls Boys All Girls Boys All
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Animals .... 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0
Astronomy.
.
2 4 6 4 3 7 2 1 3
Atmosphere 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 1
Aviation. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bacteria . . 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
Biology. . . 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Chemistry. 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 2 3
Disease .... 0 3 3 0 1 1 1 1 2
Electricity
General
46 10 56 5 7 12 1 0 1
discussion
Great
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
scientists 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 1
Heat 1 1 2 1 3 4 0 2 2
Human body. 1 2 3 0 2 2 1 1 2
Light 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Machines . . 1 0 1 4 0 4 1 0 1
Magnetism.
Matter-
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
energy. . . 0 2 2 4 0 4 1 5 6
Nutrition. 0 4 4 3 5 8 4 2 6
Plants 0 4 4 3 5 8 4 2 6
Sound
Water
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
supply. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Weather .... 7 8 15 11 4 15 5 1 6
From these comparisons it is apparent that a topic
should not be excluded from the general-science course merely
because it is difficult. It would seem that other methods
to be used in teaching the subject should be sought in order
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We should try to make topics st-udled functional .-- That
which is worth teaching should be useful to the learner. The
sooner the individual can make use of that which he has
learned, the more valuable that learning becomes. Another
problem concerning the curriculum is posed here. Who shall
determine what is or is not useful to the learner? Should
the adult determine it because of his many and varied experi-
ences? Shall the learner at the junior-hlgh-school level
determine it because he is to acquire it? The answer is
probably not known in all its complications but it will
probably consist of an amalgamation of the two viewpoints.
The writer wanted to obtain the pupil’s viewpoints and
opinions concerning those areas which had been studied and
found useful. Section III of the questionnaire to sophomores
was designed to accomplish this purpose. The results have
been tabulated on page 23 in Table V.
It is evident that many of the pupil’s experiences did
not register as being particularly useful, at least up to the
time of this questionnaire. Those topics which were recorded
as useful by a significant number of pupils were electricity,
weather, plants, and disease.
It would be interesting to ask these boys and girls the
same question at a somewhat later date. Perhaps the data
obtained then would show that some of the topics studied had
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Table V. Science Topics, Listed in Alphabetical Order,
Which Were Indicated by High-School Sophomores
as Being Useful to Them.
Topic
Section III A Section III B Section III C
Girls Boys All Girls Boys All Girls Boys All
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Animals . .
.
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Astronomy. 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
Atmosphere 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Aviation. 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bacteria . 2 2 4 1 0 1 0 2 2
Biology. . 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Chemistry. 0 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 1
Disease . . 9 4 13 4 0 4 4 2 6
Electricity
General
1 24 25 3 10 13 1 3 4
discussion
Great
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
scientists 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Heat 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 3 3
Human body 8 3 11 2 3 5 1 2 3
Light 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Machines .
Matter-
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
energy. .
Molecular
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2
theory. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nutrition. 5 0 5 2 2 4 4 0 4
Plants .... 6 4 10 7 5 12 3 2 5
So\md
Water
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
supply. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Weather . . 10 8 18 5 5 10 2 3 5
to make the areas studied by boys and girls more functional
in the present because boys and girls live in the present.
Again the teacher as well as the administrator and others
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Things which pupils say they would like to have studied.
In Table VI below we find the results tabulated which were
obtained from Section IV of the questionnaire submitted to
the sophomore group of students. In this section they were
asked to indicate those areas in general science which they
Table VI. Science Topics, Listed in Alphabetical Order,
Which Were Indicated by High-School Sophomores
as Topics Which They Would Like to Have an Op-
portunity to Study.
Topic
Section IV A Section IV B Section IV C
Girls Boys All Girls Boys All Girls Boys All
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Animals . .
.
5 5 10 0 2 2 2 0 2
Astronomy. 4 1 5 0 1 1 1 0 1
Atmosphere 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0
Aviation. 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3
Bacteria . 2 1 3 1 0 1 1 1 2
Biology. . 3 0 3 1 3 4 1 0 1
Chemistry 2 4 6 2 2 4 0 0 0
Disease . . 4 0 4 0 3 3 1 0 1
Electricity
General
0 2 2 0 4 4 0 1 1
discussion
Great
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
scientists 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Heat 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Human body 8 6 14 5 5 10 0 0 0
Light 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Machines . 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Magnetism.
Matter
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
energy. .
Molecular
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
theory. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nutrition. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Plants .... 2 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 1
Sound
Water
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
supply. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Weather . . 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2
• evajrf Qcf jbluoy nXlgucj risi/iw
o»iow rio/riw beJjiludaJ a^Xxrfcs'i orfd" bati ew wcXocJ IV ofdjsT irl
Ovt be^.-flndvE e^rtuncxoldeezip erfd Jo VI nqlioeS morrl bf^nlje^do
o*T0W aol^o&a olrlJ’ cil .ednsbi/dts 1:0 qi'Ois^ o'lonicrfqoe ©rid
)Cerii rfo^riw eonolcz r^’feaeg ixi eno-ta eeorid eSBolbi^t od bo3iEB
,,'Tol)'iC/ IwoidaoBriqlA bsdsJtJ ,eoIqoT eoneioS ,IV bIobT
eQ'iofflorfqoS XoorfoS-risiH ^d bddBOiXinl a^aW rinXri^’
-qO nB svbH od ©>1 fa MrcVY Y©rf^' rioiriiV tolqcT cb
0 VI noldfe^ E VI no!do02 A VI noXdoaB
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would have enjoyed studying if they had been given the
opportunity. Instead of including the statements as they
were given by the students, the writer classified them and
placed them in the categories which were used in the table.
They are the same as the topics in the other tables. For
example: a student may have written, ”I would like to have
studied the causes of disease." This falls into the classi-
fication or topic, bacteria.
One may draw two significant conclusions from these
data. One conclusion is that pupils who indicated certain
specific areas had had previous experiences in them. Per-
haps they intended to Indicate that they would like to study
them in greater detail. This, in turn, may indicate that
the experiences they did have were not real and meaningful
enough so that they remembered them. The second conclusion
which may be drawn is that they had little or nothing to
offer in addition to what is now being offered in general-
science courses as currently provided. In any event, nothing
of outstanding usefulness, except as mentioned above, was
offered which would aid in the reorganization of the science
curriculum.
A composite tabulation of the four sections of this
questionnaire presented to sophomores is given in Table VII
on page 26. This table is in a sense supplementary to the
table shown as Table VIII on page 27. Table VII includes
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Table VII. Summary Table Showing the Combined Results of











(1) (2) (5) (4) (5)
Animals 5 2 1 14
Astronomy. .
.
18 16 3 7
Atmosphere . 0 5 0 3
Aviation. . . 1 0 0 6
Bacteria. . . 13 2 7 6
Biology 4 2 2 8
Chemistry. . 13 7 4 10
Disease 35 6 23 8
Electricity.
General dis-
72 69 42 7
cussion. . . 1 0 1 1
Geology
Great scien-
0 0 0 3
tists 0 3 0 1
Heat 9 8 7 1
Human body . 36 7 19 24
Light 4 2 1 2
Machines . . . 4 6 0 1
Magnetism. .
Matter-
1 1 1 0
energy 8 12 4 1
Nutrition. . 22 18 13 2
Plants 27 11 27 5
Psychology. 0 0 0 3
Radio 0 0 0 5
SoTind 5 2 0 1
Water supply 1 0 0 0
Weather 71 36 33 5
all the responses made in the four sections of the question-
naire. For example, the topic electricity, is indicated by
a total of 72 pupils as of the first or second or third
choice in interest. A comparison with the same topic in
Table VIII shows that 44 pupils listed or designated
to beaX add’ gntworfS elJjsT .117 aicftir
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Table VIII. Science Topics, Listed in Alphabetical Order,
to Show the First Choices Made by High-School













(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Animals 3 0 0 10
Astronomy. .
.
4 6 2 5
Atmosphere . 0 2 0 1
Aviation. . . 1 0 1 3
Bacteria. . . 8 1 4 3
Biology 0 1 1 3
Chemistry. . 4 3 2 6
Disease 16 3 13 4
Electricity.
General dis-
44 56 25 2
cussion. . . 0 0 1 0
Geology
Great scien-
0 0 0 2
tists 0 0 0 2
Heat 2 2 2 1
Human body. 12 3 11 14
Light 0 0 0 1
Machines .... 1 1 0 1
Magnetism. .
Matter-
0 0 0 0
energy 1 2 0 0
Nutrition. . 3 4 5 0
Plants 10 8 10 3
Psychology.
.
0 0 0 2
Radio 0 0 0 5
Soimd 2 0 0 1
Water supply 0 0 0 0
Weather 20 15 18 2
electricity as their first choice in interest. Table VII
shows that 350 (total column 2) indicated interest in twenty
of the twenty-five mentioned topics where the first three
choices were included, but where only the first choices were
Xijolcfs.'fivfqXrt, ml beXetJ ^RoIqoT ©:)xjofo<-' . IIIV _el f^T
locdo '.-fig IH Ei>.‘:J:Ody Xt;*!!"! arfcf wor(l» oX
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considered there were only 133 indications of interest and
in only fifteen of the twenty-five topics.
The above-mentioned evidence has a specific meaning and
value to the writer who is also a teacher of science as well
as one who is seeking justification for proposing certain
changes in the present arrangements in his school. Assuming
the validity of the first choices of pupils, then the course
could be built around a shorter list of topics. This would
imply a number of other considerations such as reducing the
amount of equipment and materials needed, decreasing the
amount of time in the school schedule for general science,
or perhaps planning for greater emphasis on the smaller
number of topics.
However, if we assume that it is more valid to accept th<
data of Table VII which covers four interest areas of each
pupil we must reconsider and revise our conclusions. To the
writer it would appear that this table is the one which of-
fers the more valuable data. In the light of our knowledge
of children in regard to their attention span and instability
of interests, the longer list of interests would form the
basis for a program of general science which more completely
meets the needs and interests of them. A course in general
science cooperatively planned by pupil and teacher would
tend to Impinge on the primary and secondary interests of
the group. At the junior-hlgh-school age a number of topical
83
bne lo snol^fioibnl 5SI yXxio,diow e*ierf^ Joe'^eoltifioo
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areas studied for shorter periods of time, rather than fewer
topics studied for long periods would serve to increase the
general interest as well as maintain it. The writer does
not imply here that a number of short topics should be the
science sequence but rather that the units of work would be
comprehensive enough to include those topics which offer
variety but at the s'ame time contribute to the meaning and
value of the unit. Such units could be constructed along
1/
the lines of the unit assignment as advocated by Billett.
Morover, the unit assignment (planned after the
unit has been stated and delimited) must be flexible
. enough to provide for all significant differences
among the pupils. In such an assignment different
pupils may begin at different places and proceed at
different rates in different sequences. Pupils are
expected to differ in final achievement, industry,
aptitudes, aims, and hence in needs.
The unit assignment .... is the general plan of
teacher-pupil activity. In other words, it is the
best sequence of teacher-pupil activity which the
teacher was able to arrange prior to the opening
of the teacher-learning cycle.
Information furnished by parents .-- The parents fur-
nished some data in response to a request for their sugges-
tions which might be pertinent to any reorganization of the
science program. It was interesting to note that their
suggestions could be classified into the same categories
or topical areas as those of the children and of the
y
Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching
.
Houghton Mifflin Company, ^ston, 1940, p. 506.
'lo ano.t'ioq 'le^t'ioriB 'lot baibu^e aB?*iJ8
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od blLfcrfe eoXqo^ .t'TOrfe lo ^ad!rJL/^ p J&rii ea&rf ^on
9Q bIi;ow vf'row lo eXXnif arfX XbiIX ^orfXa*! Xi/a ooneupse aoaeXos
Tiello (iotriff eoiqcX eaoii* obi/IonX oX ri;^on9 avi BiieXaiqraoo
biifi gniiiBem erfX oX aXuJt'iXnoo a a IX eniBL eriX Xb Xad ^XotTiav
anoXjp boXoi/iXanoo sJ oXroo cXToj rioi/S .Xinu adX lo eulBV
'vC'
• XXeiXlS boXeoovbB aa Xneiansieai? Xlnu a<iX lo aeaiX BrfX
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I
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ofiX aX Xi
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eijacw ladXo .yXtvtXcc f 14i q“»f''doii©^
erfX rfoiifw yXiviXoB iJQoq-aerioeeX Ic ©onairpoB Xeod
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.oXoyo SftXn'THoX^aai.ioroX adX 16
-ax/l eXnaaaq ©d- -->.e Xn©aiiq yd itc IXEarac IfiX
-Leg^js nXoiiX acl ieot/paa u cX »aaoqs©a iLt eXpb ©mofc bafleXii
©dX lo noXXjas ynv oX ttxwrtiXioq od Xrisint dotdw bhoXX
aXddX XnriX oXon oX j^aXXBeaoXni eeir ti .fliBiGO'iq oonoXoa
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textbooks. The data are assembled in Table IX below. Forty-
seven homes responded to a letter sent home via the pupils.
Table IX. Topics Which Parents of Junior-High Pupils Would












(1) (2) (3) (4)
Animals 5 1 6
Astronomy 3 2 5
Atmosphere 1 0 1
Aviation 0 1 1
Bacteria 0 3 3
Biology 4 2 6
Chemistry 7 7 14
Disease 1 0 1
Electricity 10 17 27
General discus-
Sion 3 3 6
Geology 2 3 5
Heat 4 5 9
Hiiman body 3 4 7
Light 0 4 4
Machines 3 11 14




Nutrition 5 3 8
Plants 7 4 11
Psychology 1 1 2
Radio 3 4 7
So\md 0 1 1
Water supply.... 1 2 3
Weather 1 2 3
Totals of
Suggestions . . 66 90 166
v-r
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bXifotfV ^iXXqu'I iisXH-'io Ln/L lo cdao'iiji rfoX/ilf* coiqoT .XI eXcTaT
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A copy of this letter may be found in the Appendix, page 51.
It will be noted that 66 suggestions were made by mothers
and 90 were offered by fathers. Does this indicate that
science is more of a man’s subject than a woman's? It will
also be noted that the suggestions tend to reflect the science
courses which they had probably studied during their school
experiences
.
The topic, electricity, is the most frequently mentioned
one in the list. This was also true of the response made by
pupils as is shown in Table II. Chemistry and machines tie
for second place while plants are mentioned with the third
highest frequency. Another observation of interest is that
those topics which usually appear in a general-science
course, atmosphere, disease, and even water-supply rate much
lower down. One rather surprising situation is the fact that
the topic, aviation, is mentioned only once by a parent. The
place that aviation holds in our present-day living would
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Oeneral science and the total school prop:ram .-- General
science is only a part of the total school experience of a
child. At the same time, it is an Important part. It is
important because of the unique contributions it can make in
the general education program which concerns the child. It
is also important in that it can provide data which will or
can be of great help in the guidance of the youngster. There
are many general and specific objectives written for the
general-science courses offered in our public schools. The
writer, however, is at the moment most concerned with a cer-
tain few which are given here
.
1. To help the child to determine for himself his apti-
tudes and limitations in the field of science to the
extent that this is possible in junior high school.
2. To help him determine and evaluate his reaction to
the area of science in terms of the pleasure he may
derive from it
.
3. To assist him to iinderstand the value to the human
race of the science that he studies and its effect
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4. To get pleasiire from his study of general science
so that it may develop his interest to the extent
that it will lead him to look for vocational guidance
in the field and perhaps give him the basis for
leisure time activities in the form of related hob-
bles .
5. To find his science knowledge of some immediate use-
fulness in becoming a better consumer and in general
helping him to make intelligent decisions.
Many other statements of objectives could be made which
apply to the teaching of general science, but these which
have just been mentioned will suffice for the writer’s pur-
poses. These specific statements, plus those which they
imply, require that the science experiences which we would
have our pupils enjoy, be well planned.
Many areas and topics should be explored .-- Boys and
girls of junior-high-school age are Interested in many things.
This is shown in Table I, pages 14-15, which shows the in-
terest placement of various general-science topics. This
range of interests indicates that the development of a science
curriculum should be influenced by them. Provision must be
made for a large number of varied science experiences. These
need not be provided for at the same instant. In fact, it
is doubtful whether a teacher could make the necessary pro-
visions for each pupil to work on a different topic
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efficiently and successfully. The implication is, however,
that at some time during his junior -high-school life the
pupil will have an opportunity to investigate several topical
areas which seem to have especial significance to him. The
capable teacher can do much to simplify the task by use of
proper motivation and by making provisions for individual
differences and yet have the entire group attacking the same
topical area. A particular pupil should be allowed and even
encouraged to work on a phase of the group problem which
seems to have real and immediate value to him.
The very nature of science, however, should also require
of each pupil certain common understandings which are basic
to scientific knowledge and attitudes. For example, a know-
ledge of the nature of substance is basic to the development
of a scientific concept of the relation of nutrition to body
growth and maintenance. This is also a requirement for prac-
tically all other scientific knowledge and understanding.
By giving the pupil opportunities for the development of
basic concepts in relation to many topics he gradually assumes
an intelligent viewpoint toward his environment. This view-
point will be one which is based on scientific facts with
which he has become acquainted. Superstition and imagination
will play an ever-decreasing role.
The data of Table I Indicate that in this representative
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of the listed topics. From this it can be concluded that
the reading materials now used in general science may still
be used. It would be very helpful to add to them a multitude
of related materials which would give added opportunities for
broader approaches to the same topics. These materials should
be chosen with the reading abilities of the pupils in mind.
Much of the literature should be well illustrated by means
of good photographs and well-explained diagrams. The range
of interests shown in the table also suggests that some
materials were advanced in presentation and should be in-
cluded for the pupil of exceptional interests and ability.
It is, of course, equally necessary to provide materials as
elementary in approach as is required to meet the abilities
and capacities of the least qualified child. If such a range
of materials is provided, no pupil will be without resources
commensurate with his abilities. This will result in some
degree of successful participation by each pupil of the group.
Difficult topics should not be eliminated .-- It was not
too long ago that many people concerned with the education of
young people thought that only difficult material was worth
presenting in school. Subject matter which was learned with
difficulty was thought to have certain disciplinary values.
We have since learned that this is not so, at least in all
cases. On the other hand, this does not imply that we should
go to the other extreme and omit the study of topics and
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areas which are learned with some degree of difficulty. The
data of Table IV, page 21, show that interest may run high
in certain topical areas which pupils themselves have indi-
cated are difficult to master. The important factor here,
then, is the interest. If no Interest is present or if none
can be generated in a pupil relative to a certain topic, it
may be well to omit that topic. This, however, presents a
problem, particularly if the topic is considered an essential
one to later success in science. It would seem to the writer
that this resolves itself into a problem which may be par-
tially resolved into one of presentation and motivation and
development. The writer would therefore suggest that before
an area be omitted because of apparent difficulty, due con-
sideration be given to the problem of presentation. It would
be well to consider such questions as the following.
1. Ki/hat makes the work difficult for pupils?
2. Is it appropriate to the age level and ability of
the group?
3. Is it logically placed in the course sequence?
4. Is there a sufficient amount of materials available
for the study of the topic?
5. Are suitable materials available for the individuals
concerned?
6. Does the child feel that the -unit is necessary?
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Organization of the general-science program Is Impor-
tant . -- In the Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society
1/
for the Study of Education, Part I, are found several refer-
ences to the organization of science in the junior high
school
.
Science is universal and constant in the life of
our citizens, and hence to be useful to all pupils,
general science must accept the science of common
things as its legitimate field. The science of com-
mon use and that of the classroom should be the same.
General science should use any phases of any special
science which is pertinent in the citizen's inter-
pretation of a worth-while problem. ... In organizing
this material, the topic should be the large unit to
which many specific pieces of work are related.
....In many junior high schools general science is
taught in but one or two of the three years; in others
it is taught in all three years. In some junior high
schools science is taught for two or three periods
each week during the seventh and eighth school years
and for five periods during the ninth year .... Obviously
this confused situation calls for further study and
experimentation. Such sequences of science subjects
as those recommended by the Thirty-first Yearbook ap-
pear to have but partial approval in actual school
practices. As often remarked it is still much easier
to see what seems good to do than it is to do those
things
.
The data obtained relative to whether pupils like or
dislike science seem particularly pertinent to the problem.
These data are presented in Table III, page 19. It will be
recalled that in the writer's school general science is re-
quired in each of the three junior-hlgh-school grades. The
greatest amount of time is spent on ninth-grade science.
y
National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-
sixth Yearbook
.
Part I, University of Chicago Press , 1947, p . 154
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From the data obtained, however, we can see that interest is
greatest in the seventh grade and least in the ninth. It is
contrary to the philosophy of modern education to maintain
a situation like this. It would seem that the only alterna-
tive is to rearrange the general-science schedule and the
following recommendations are made;
1. General science should be required for the equivalent
of four class periods a week in the seventh grade for
the entire school year. This would be taking ad-
vantage of the indicated high interest of seventh-
graders with a probable Increase in efficiency and
effectiveness of instruction.
2. General science should be required for a minimum of
two periods a week, preferably three, in grade eight.
By so arranging the eighth-grade schedule we would
be recognizing the diminishing interest of the student
body, but at the same time making a science course
available to those who wish to maintain continuity
in the subject.
3. Finally, the writer in the light of the data obtained
from the study of his own school system, questions
the value of continuing the science courses on the
same required basis as now exists. The situation
is not a happy one and is in some respects, at least,
a reflection on the presentation of our science
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material and work. A new approach is needed to
ninth-grade general science.
The fact that most ninth-graders do not consider ninth-
grade general science of the same value as those who teach
it, would suggest two solutions which should eventually lead
to a full-fledged science program for the ninth grade. The
first is that general science should he offered on an elective
basis and the second is that there should be two approaches
to the subject.
Pupils who are Interested in science will elect ninth-
grade general science. This will enable those who have a
real interest in it to continue to the high-school stage.
With the offering of two types of general science, the con-
tent of each course can be varied more effectively to meet
the needs of those who elect the courses.
One course should be offered on the basis of four
periods a week for the school year and should consist of
content material which will adequately prepare for high school
and college. Pupils who elect this course would, in most
cases, be those who are preparing for college. Another
science elective should be made available with the same time
allotment for those who might terminate their education in
the not too distant future or for those who are planning to
attend a vocational school or enter into an apprenticeship
in some trade. The content of this course would differ in
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that it would probably stress the applications of science
to everyday problems which the pupils would be apt to meet.
The college preparatory group would also find the science a
practical course but there would be in addition a greater
stress on the fundsanental concepts needed for later science
study. Such courses should do much to help the Individual
become a resourceful person and help him to meet the problems
he meets in his daily living.
A new approach to the ninth-grade science problem on
the basis suggested above, if done well, should eventually
find most of the ninth-grade people in one or the other
science courses.
General-science learning products should be useful. --
General-science learning products vary in usefulness to the
learner. It is apparent that pupils do not consider general
science too useful as is evidenced by the data of Table V,
page 23. These data are considered very significant by the
writer. Here is a situation which clearly shows those in
the science field, if the writer’s school can be called
typical, have not been concerned with the usefulness of that
which is taught. Of the twenty-two topics listed, only four
of them are indicated by pupils as being of some degree use-
ful to them. Another significant fact is that very few of
the pupils found even these topics useful.
Somehow this must be considered and in some way
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counteract and reverse this outcome. How it can be done to
the greatest degree will require much experimentation and
time. It is obvious, however, that this has failed to be
done in more ways than one
.
The interests of pupils, as indicated by the data ob-
tained, can be considered one key or avenue to explore. More
needs to be known about the make-up of these interests for
through them it may be possible to help the child acquire
a sense of usefulness about them. The degree of interest
should be heightened by the way the teacher presents and
helps the child develop the problems posed by the units of
work. The relationship which the content has to the progress
of man and the direct or indirect relationship it has to the
individual pupil must be stressed. That material which can-
not be so presented should be limited or omitted for nothing
is gained by the memorization of facts, scientific or other.
Time must be spent to help the pupil become aware of the
functional aspects of that which he is studying.
It will be well to consider the oft-expressed viewpoint
of education that teaching youth should be in terms of the
future and for long-range values. The pupil, however, lives
in the present. Now is the time of significance for him and
teachers need to recognize this all-important fact. This
does not imply that the future and the past be given no
consideration. Teachers should be aware of the past in its
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relationship to the present and its implications for the
future. These same implications must be taught, by every
method at command, so that the pupils understand them and
experience them. Thus, little by little, our pupils will be
helped to know what they are and what they are to become is
decided in large measure by what has transpired in the past,
and that their future is dependent upon the things they do
and learn today.
The content material of textbooks and particularly oxu?
teaching should be so presented that pupils will willingly
explore for themselves the usefulness of that which is
studied. This can be done in part by helping them to see
valid and direct connections between what they study and the
way they live.
What pupils would like to study compared to what they
are now studying in general science .— There are at least two
conclusions to be drawn from the data of Table VI, page 24. Thj
range of topics as covered in our present three-year program
or in the topics offered by the several general-science
textbooks gives complete coverage of the items which pupils
say they would like to have studied. The data also indicate
that for one reason or another pupils do not recall what
they have studied.
No part of the results obtained by asking pupils what
they would like to have studied Indicates any topic for
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which some provision has not or cannot be made in our present
science sequence. It may be of some significance to note
that a few topics were so indicated such as animals, avia-
tion, or human body. These same pupils had previously studied
these areas. The writer would accept this as a challenge in
two possible ways. Either these topics have not been taught
effectively or the pupils have not been alerted to the point
where they were able to recall that they had studied them.
The results, then, would indicate that the content
material of our science courses is complete enough, but that
our educational procedures must be studied carefully and
work weighed critically against the objectives supposedly
set for the work. This is saying again that those factors
mentioned before must be considered; the relationships be-
tween the pupils on the one hand to their Interests, and the
usefulness and difficulty of the content on the other.
Parent statements do not offer many suggestions .-- It
would seem that the general-science curriculum of the writer's
school tends to meet the needs expressed by the parents for
science content. The areas mentioned by the largest number
of parents are electricity, chemistry, machines, and plants.
The first three mentioned would tend to reflect the needs
of people for understandings of their technological environ-
ment. The need for an understanding of this scientific age
is or should be apparent to teachers. That it is necessary
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to people in adult life is confirmed by the responses of
parents. The data obtained by responses to the writer's
letter to parents are found in Table IX, page 30.
This, then, is another indication that science teachers
should be vitally concerned with making their teaching as
functional as possible. If they are successful in this,
pupils will not be content to merely accept the advantages
of modern living but will, through understanding, be better
able to use them efficiently and well.
V
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APPENDIX

CHECK LIST PRESENTED TO SEVENTH-, EIGHTH^ AND
NINTH-GRADERS
46
My name is I am years old.
I go to the J-unior High School.
Dear Pupils:
Are you willing to help us build a general-science pro-
gram which will be better than any we have ever had? If you
are, will you please furnish the information which is asked





Directions : A list of topics which are generally studied in
general science is printed below. Will you read the list
carefully? After you have studied the list, place an X in
the space after the number of the topic you would like to
study. For example, if you would like to study about PLANTS
you will place the X in the space after 1, like this.
1 ..X. Plants (including trees, flowers, and leaves)
1 .... Plants (including trees, flowers, and leaves)
2 .... Animals (birds, fish, mammals. Insects)
3 .... Human body and health (structure, sleep, foods)
4 .... Earth science (rocks, soil, minerals)
5 .... Early animals (fossils, dinosaurs, etc.)
6 .... Atmosphere (where air is found, how man uses it)
7 .... Water (what it is, how man uses it)
8 .... Fire (what it is, what causes it, how man uses it)
9 .... Electricity (motors, bells, lights, wiring, etc.)
10..
.. Airplanes (how and why they fly)
11..
.. Engines (steam, gasoline, diesel, jet, and rocket)
12..
.. Chemistry (acids, soaps, paints, etc.)
13..
.. Medicine (drugs, disease, germs, and bacteria)
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.. Soimd (noises, musical instruments, voice)15..
.. Molecules and atoms (what everything is made of)16..
.. Changing substances (by heating, cooling, mixing, etc.)
17..
.. Weather (causes, forecasting, flying, kinds)
18..
.. Machines (wheels, pulleys, crowbars, wheelbarrows)
19..
.. Transportation (science of autos, trains, ships, etc.)
20..
.. Communications (telephones, radio, radar, television)
21..
.. Light (causes, kinds, colors, dyes, use)
22..
.. Conservation (fire prevention, forests, rivers, soil)
23..
.. Astronomy (sun, stars, planets, shooting stars, tele-
scopes )
24..
.. Biography (great scientists of past and present)
25..
.. Science (how the scientist does his work)
26..
.. If there is some other topic you would like to study
which is not mentioned here in this list you may write
it on the line below.
Part II
We want to know if you like the study of general science.
Please make the sentence below read so that it tells us how
you feel about your study of science. Do it by crossing out
either the ^ or do not . ALSO, tell us WHY by completing the
sentence
.
I (^) ( do not ) like to study general science because
You may write more about the way you feel and think
about general science in the space below if you wish to.
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DIRECTIONS TO TEACHER DIRECTING QUESTIONNAIRE
To the teacher directing the science questionnaire:
This questionnaire is part of an attempt to gather data
which will help us to set up a general-science course which
will meet the needs of junior-high- school pupils.
It will be appreciated if you will do the following:
1. Please have the pupils supply the requested informa-
tion, after reading the letter.
2. Encourage them to answer freely and in accordance
with their own viewpoints and experiences.
3. Help pupils where they are uncertain as to what they
are expected to do.
4. Please collect papers and send them to the main
office
.
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You have been selected to help us in trying to solve an
important problem concerning the junior-high-school general-
science course. This problem is, "How can junior-high-school
science be improved for the benefit of the student?"
As a sophomore, you are in an excellent position to
answer certain questions which pertain to the science you
studied while in the junior high school. These questions
deal with such things as the interest science aroused in
you, its usefulness to you, the difficulties you may have
had, and whether it included all of the topics you would
have liked to study.
On the paper which accompanies this letter are four
questions dealing with the above-mentioned areas. Please
read the directions carefully and then answer them to the
best of your ability in the spaces provided.
We appreciate your willingness to do this, and we know
that your cooperation will assist us in making general science
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QUESTIONNAIRE PRESENTED TO SOPHOMORES
Write your name here Years old
I am a boy girl (check one)
Note: In the following directions the word "topic" is used









In each of the following spaces write the name of a topic
which you found to be very interesting in junior-hlgh-






Of all the topics in junior-high-school science which ones
did you find difficult to understand? Write the three most






If any of the general-science topics which you studied
were useful to you then, or have been since, please list





If the general science you had in junior high school did
not cover all the topics you wanted to study, please list
three such topics below by completing the sentences which
are started.
A. I would like to have studied
B. I would like to have studied
C. I would like to have studied
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LETTER SENT HOME TO PARENTS REQUESTING THEIR SUGGESTIONS
Dear Parents:
I am sending this note to you by courtesy of your
child who is one of my science pupils. It is for your
suggestions which will help us make our general-science
classes more valuable to your children.
In the light of your practical experiences, will you
kindly indicate those areas of study, in the field of
junior-high-school science, from which you have or could
have benefited.
I am Interested in getting both the woman's and the
man's point of view and have therefore provided a space
for each of you to use. If the spaces provided below are
not enough, please use the back of the paper.
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